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Abstract—A new sparse high performance conjugate gradient
benchmark (HPCG) has been recently released to address challenges in the design of sparse linear solvers for the next generation
extreme-scale computing systems. Key computation, data access,
and communication pattern in HPCG represent building blocks
commonly found in today’s HPC applications. While it is a wellknown challenge to efficiently parallelize Gauss-Seidel smoother,
the most time-consuming kernel in HPCG, our algorithmic
and architecture-aware optimizations deliver 95% and 68% of
the achievable bandwidth on Xeon and Xeon Phi, respectively.
Based on available parallelism, our Xeon Phi shared-memory
implementation of Gauss-Seidel smoother selectively applies block
multi-color reordering. Combined with MPI parallelization, our
implementation balances parallelism, data access locality, CG
convergence rate, and communication overhead. Our implementation achieved 580 TFLOPS (82% parallelization efficiency) on
Tianhe-2 system, ranking first on the most recent HPCG list in
July 2014. In addition, we demonstrate that our optimizations not
only benefit HPCG original dataset, which is based on structured
3D grid, but also a wide range of unstructured matrices.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

High-performance sparse linear solvers, the back-bone of
modern HPC, face many challenges on upcoming extremescale architectures. The High Performance Linpack (HPL) [1],
widely recognized benchmark for ranking such system, does
not represent challenges inherent to these solvers. To address
this shortcoming, a new sparse high performance conjugate
gradient benchmark (HPCG) has been recently proposed [2].
This is the first paper which analyzes and optimizes HPCG on
two modern multi- and many-core IA-based architectures.
Extreme-scale solvers are designed to target exa-scale
systems [3], where a large portion of concurrency will occur
on the chip [4]. Specifically, these systems will feature nodes
with 1000-way parallelism and 100s of GB/s of memory
bandwidth. Taking advantage of these resources requires highly
tuned single-chip implementation of the key compute-kernels.
The two key kernels in the HPCG benchmark, sparse matrix
vector multiplication (SpMV) and symmetric Gauss-Seidel
smoother (SymGS), are also the key building blocks of various
solvers [5, 6]. Achieving high performance of symmetric
Gauss-Seidel smoother is particularly challenging due to its
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limited and fine-grain parallelism [7], especially on many-core
architectures with a high amount of concurrency.
We employ optimizations that efficiently exploit a large
amount of shared-memory parallelism, while preserving solver
convergence rate, outperforming the approach of exploiting
parallelism entirely by MPI. Our optimizations do not rely on
the underlying geometry of HPCG, and thus also benefit a wide
range of unstructured matrices. This paper makes the following
contributions:
Point-to-Point Synchronization with Sparsification Method
Applied to Gauss-Seidel Smoother on Multi-Core Processors: Since Gauss-Seidel smoother has limited and finegrain parallelism, it is critical to minimize its synchronization
overhead. By applying our point-to-point synchronization with
sparsification (denoted P2P hereafter) previously proposed for
sparse triangular solvers [7], we achieve a 7.9 GFLOPS of
HPCG performance for a 1923 problem in a 12-core Intel R
Xeon R E5-2697 v2 processor. This corresponds to 95% of
the stream bandwidth. Our P2P method results in 83 TFLOPS
on SuperMUC supercomputer.
A Hybrid of P2P and Multi-Color Reordering Method
Applied on Many-Core Processors: Our P2P method further
TM
scales well to ∼60 cores in Intel R Xeon Phi coprocessors at the finest level of multigrid preconditioner in HPCG.
This avoids multi-color reordering at the finest level, thereby
minimizing decrease in convergence rate; we apply multicolor reordering only to the coarser levels where parallelism is
insufficient and the impact of reordering on convergence rate
is smaller. This hybrid implementation achieves a 18 GFLOPS
of HPCG performance on a Xeon Phi coprocessor with 16 GB
of memory. Running multiple MPI ranks in the coprocessor
further improves the performance up to 20 GFLOPS with 12
MPI ranks, which corresponds to 68% of the stream bandwidth.
It also leads to 580 TFLOPS on Tianhe-2 supercomputer, which
ranked first in July 2014 HPCG list1 .
Block-Color Reordering Applied to Unstructured Matri1 This result is with our implementation that uses block-color reordering
and 1 MPI rank per coprocessor. We developed a new hybrid scheme after the
acceptance of this paper. The readers are referred to November 2014 HPCG list.
We expect the list will have the latest Tianhe-2 result with the new scheme.

Fig. 2: The V-cycle of Algebraic Multi-grid Solver. Hierarchy of
levels is denoted by the superscript over vectors and matrices.

Fig. 1: 27-point stencil used by

HPCG .

from iterations on the coarser levels to improve the convergence rate of solution at the finer level.
ces: We extend our work to unstructured matrices and show
that block-color reordering method [8] is efficient at exploiting
the parallelism in Xeon Phi coprocessors, while minimizing
the side effects of reordering with respect to cache locality
and convergence rate. We implement highly efficient parallel
blocking and coloring methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces and characterizes the HPCG benchmark.
Section III compares a few parallelization strategies of the
most challenging part of the benchmark, SymGS. Section IV
presents our hybrid scheme that is efficient at parallelizing
SymGS for many-core Xeon Phi coprocessors. Section V
quantifies the performance of our parallelization methods in
multi- and many-core IA-based processors, both on the HPCG
problem with regular grids and on unstructured matrices.
Section VI reviews the related work, and section VII concludes
and discusses future directions.
II.

Fig. 2 shows a level schematic of a multgrid V-cycle
for solving A(m) um = f m . First, a smoother reduces the
error while restrictions of the residual create progressively
coarser grids. HPCG uses a symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother
(SymGS). The restriction of residual (rm ) is used to define
the right-hand side at the next coarser level. Restriction is
done by multiplying rm with a coarsening matrix, defined
in the setup phase of multigrid (not shown). In HPCG, the
number of coarsening steps is 4. Finally, the coarsest correction
is interpolated while going up the V-cycle to progressively
finer grids, where it is smoothed. HPCG is composed of the
following main kernels:
1)
2)

y = L−1
∗ (b − U x)
−1
z = U∗ (b − Ly)

C HARACTERIZATION OF HPCG

The high performance conjugate gradient benchmark
(HPCG) is a recently announced benchmark [2], which uses a
preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm to measure
the performance of distributed-memory HPC platforms.
HPCG uses a regular 27-point stencil discretization in
three dimensions of an elliptic partial differential equation,
~ 2 u = f . As shown in Fig. 1, the equation associated
L{u} ≡ ∇
with red point (i, j, k) at the center depends on the values at
its own location and 26 surrounding neighbors. HPCG relies
on this geometry to make problem generation scalable and
simple to implement. However, its regular 3D structure is not
directly exploited by the data structures and kernels. and they
are designed to handle general sparse problems. For example,
the regular grid is mapped into a matrix A in a general sparse
matrix format. The resulting sparse linear system of equations,
Au = f , has 27 non-zero entries per row for the interior and
8 to 18 non-zeros entries for boundary equations. Matrix A is
also symmetric, positive definite.
As a result, HPCG uses the preconditioned conjugate gradient method to solve the linear system of equations. It employs
multigrid as a preconditioner, which is used to refine the
residual system of equations inside PCG. Multigrid methods
provide a powerful technique to accelerate the convergence of
iterative solvers for linear systems, when used as standalone
solvers, or as preconditioners as in HPCG. Multigrid creates a
hierarchy of grid levels and uses corrections of the solution

Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV).
Symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother (SymGS) with forward and backward sweeps that compute the following equations:

3)

4)

(forward sweep)
(backward sweep),

(1)
(2)

where L∗ /U∗ are lower/upper triangular and L/U are
strictly lower/upper triangular components of A.
Restriction and interpolation operators. This part of
the benchmark, as an exception, exploits the underlying 3D structure to avoid a full algebraic multigrid
implementation. The restriction operator coarsens the
grid by a factor of two in all three dimensions,
picking one of the points of the fine-grid and storing it
into the coarse grid. The interpolation operator inserts
values from the coarse grid into the fine grid points
that correspond with the restriction operator.
Various types of BLAS 1 routines, for example, to
compute the norm, dot-product, or difference between
two vectors.

Unlike HPL, which is bound by floating-point compute capability of a given architecture, HPCG performance is bound by
the memory bandwidth, since nearly all HPCG kernels stream
in large sparse matrices. These matrices are not typically fit in
caches for problems of realistic sizes. The first two kernels,
SpMV and SymGS, account for most of the floating-point
operations, and the ratio between them is 1:2. While SpMV
is embarrassingly parallel and its efficient implementation on
Xeon Phi is presented by Liu et al. [9], forward and backward SymGS sweeps have potential loop-carried dependencies,
which make parallelization and achieving a high level of
bandwidth-bound performance a challenge.

III.

PARALLELIZATION C HALLENGES OF S YMMETRIC
G AUSS -S EIDEL S MOOTHER

This section presents parallelization strategies of symmetric
Gauss-Seidel smoother and discusses their limitations.
As can be seen from Eq. 1 and 2, performing SymGS translates into two sparse matrix vector multiplications (SpMV),
as well as forward and backward triangular solves. Solving
triangular system of equations is similar to SpMV, with respect to floating-point operations required (i.e., twice of the
number of non-zero elements in the matrix), the amount of
data accessed, and data access pattern. However, efficiently
parallelizing a sparse triangular solver to achieve bandwidthbound performance is considerably harder than SpMV, due to
its limited and fine-grain parallelism.
This paper considers three intra-node parallelization approaches: (1) parallelizing SymGS “as is” using task scheduling, (2) increasing the parallelism of SymGS smoother by
reordering the matrix, and (3) running multiple MPI ranks
within a node. These methods can be combined: e.g., (3)
can be combined with (1) or (2) to explore hybrid threadedMPI parallelism. For each approach, we discuss its impact
on the following four properties: the amount of parallelism,
data access locality, convergence rate, and MPI communication
overhead.
A. Task Scheduling with Point-to-Point Synchronization
This method constructs a task dependency graph (TDG)
based on the non-zero pattern in the matrix. If there exists a
non-zero element at (i, j), smoothing the ith variable depends
on smoothing the jth. We construct the graph by adding
an edge from j to i for each non-zero element at (i, j).
In a TDG, each task represents smoothing one variable. We
can quantify the parallelism by measuring the ratio between
the total number of non-zeros to the number of non-zeros
along the critical path of TDG, assuming smoothing a variable
takes a time proportional to the number of non-zeros in the
corresponding row. We define the level of a task as the length
of the longest path from an entry vertex in TDG (distinguish
this from levels in multigrid hierarchy). Tasks in a given level
can be executed in parallel. For matrices with the same number
of non-zeros per row, the parallelism equals the number of
rows divided by the number of levels. Pseudo code of task
scheduling of SymGS smoother is shown in Fig. 3.

benchmark, there
are ∼ 7N levels2 and thus the amount
N2
of parallelism is 7 . This is much more limited compared to
sparse matrix vector multiplication with N 3 parallelism, where
each row can be computed in parallel. In addition, smoothing
each variable involves only a few floating-point operations,
which makes each task fine-grain. Considering that each core
in modern processors performs tens of operations per cycle,
and that core-to-core communication incurs at least tens of
cycles of latency [10], synchronization at the granularity of
individual tasks can lead to prohibitive overheads.
HPCG

To address this challenge, we developed a synchronizationefficient task scheduling method that coarsens tasks and eliminates redundant task dependency edges [7]. A conventional
parallelization method synchronizes each level of TDG using
barriers [11–13]. An N 3 HPCG problem has 7N levels, and
thus requires 7N barriers in the conventional parallelization
method. Our method instead uses point-to-point synchronization (denoted P2P hereafter), each of which involves checking
a flag set by its parent task. For the HPCG problem, each
thread requires checking an average of 2.5 flags per level
after redundant dependencies eliminated. This is faster than
a barrier synchronization whose latency is proportional to
log(p), where p is the number of threads. P2P achieves a
performance that is close to the stream bandwidth bound limit
for the HPCG problem on a Xeon processor as we will show
in Section V. Even for matrices with tens of parallelism, our
method achieves more than 80% of the stream bandwidth
bound on the Xeon processor [7].

For the 27-point stencil on an N 3 3D grid used in the

However, in many-core processors, addressing the limited
and fine-grain parallelism is substantially more challenging,
especially at coarser levels of the multigrid preconditioner in
HPCG . For a 1923 HPCG problem, which is a reasonable size
that fits in the GDDR memory of Xeon Phi, the parallelism
available in solving SymGS at the finest level of multigrid
is ∼5000, or 300K floating point operations. A Xeon Phi
coprocessor has ∼240 hardware threads and 8-wide double
precision SIMD units with fused-multiply-add support. Therefore, on average per level, each thread is assigned a very small
amount of work, ∼75 SIMD instructions. Even for such finegrain parallelism, our P2P method is capable of saturating
about 2/3 of the stream bandwidth limit. However, at the next
coarser level, the problem size is halved for each dimension,
leading to 1/4 parallelism and thus spending significantly more
time at synchronization. Note that this paper also targets
unstructured matrices, and many unstructured matrices have
far less parallelism.

for each row i in parallel with task scheduling do
wait until all rows on which i depends are done
sum ← b[i]
for each non-diagonal non-zero j in ith row of A do
sum ← sum − A.value[j] · x[A.colidx[j]]
6:
x[i] ← sum/A.diag[i]

SpMV and triangular solver in each SymGS sweep can
be fused into a single loop to improve the locality as shown
in Fig. 3: the outputs of the SpMV part of computation are
immediately used by the triangular solver part of computation.
This fusion also allows us to reuse the input vector to SpMV
(x in Eq. 1) as the output vector of the triangular solver
(y). When parallelizing, this reuse of the vector introduces
anti-dependency a to b for each non-zero element at (a, b)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Fig. 3: A parallel implementation of forward SymGS sweep with
task scheduling with a direct acyclic dependency graph. The task
corresponds to row i depends on the task corresponds to row j if
there is a non-zero at (i, j) in the lower triangular matrix L or at
(j, i) in the upper triangular matrix U .

2 More precisely 7(N − 1) + 1 levels. In the HPCG problem, each level
corresponds to a slanted plane, whose grid points within are independent with
each other. Specifically, these planes are x + 2y + 4z = k such that k is
an integer and x, y, and z are non-zero integers smaller than N . We have
7(N − 1) + 1 such planes. These slanted planes can be viewed as wave-fronts
and thus level scheduling is sometimes called wave-front scheduling.

TABLE I: Comparison of SymGS Smoother Parallelization Methods. Equations in the parallelism column indicate the average number of
tasks that can be computed in parallel at any given time. The numbers in parentheses in the convergence column are the number of iterations
to reach the same residual as achieved by 50 iterations with the original matrix.
Parallelism
Task scheduling with
the original matrix
Multi-coloring with
b3 -size blocks
P MPI ranks

N2
7

(not enough for coarser levels)

3

N
(enough with appropriate b)
8b3
√
3
P × parallelism when applied to the original matrix.
No additional parallelism to multi-coloring

Locality (L2 cache miss rate)
Degrades from accessing slanted planes
with distanced grid points (2.73%)
Initially bad. Improves with larger b.
(5.56% with b = 1, 1.56% with b = 4)
Improves from blocking effects
(0.46% with sufficiently many ranks)

in the upper triangular part of the matrix, in addition to the
existing true dependency j to i for each non-zero element
at (i, j) in the lower triangular part. But in matrices with
mostly symmetric non-zero patterns, this introduces only few
additional dependencies.
Scanning the grid level by level degrades the locality of
accessing the vector x shown in Fig. 3. In the original order, a
typical access pattern is (x, y, z), (x + 1, y, z), (x + 2, y, z), ....
When grids are accessed level by level, the pattern becomes
(x, y, z), (x − 2, y + 1, z), (x − 4, y + 2, z), ...; we scan slanted
planes that correspond to equation x + 2y + 4z = k, while the
original order scans x-y planes. Since grid points are scanned
with a longer stride, the data access locality degrades (but
in a smaller amount than multi-color reordering that will be
presented in the next section). The original order results in a
1.39% miss rate on a cache simulation for the L2 cache of
Xeon Phi with 512 KB capacity, when accessing a vector that
corresponds to a 1923 grid. In the same setting, accessing level
by level results in a 2.73% miss rate. The miss rates of both
cases stay stable over various grid sizes until they abruptly
drop to 0.46% once multiple planes fit in the cache. This miss
rate can also be derived analytically as shown in Appendix.
B. Block Multi-Color Reordering
Alternatively, we can reorder the matrix to increase the
parallelism. A popular reordering scheme for parallelism is
multi-coloring, which groups rows that are not directly dependent [14]. This reordering scheme can be formulated as a graph
coloring problem on an undirected adjacency graph induced
from the sparse matrix. We run tasks a and c in parallel even
with a transitive dependency a → b → c as long as a and
c are not directly connected, and thus multi-color reordering
typically finds orders of magnitude more parallelism. For the
27-point stencil on a 3D grid in the HPCG benchmark, the
adjacency graph can be colored with 8 colors3 . Since rows in
the same color can be processed in parallel, the amount of
3
parallelism is increased to N8 .
However, multi-color reordering degrades the locality of
accessing the output vector (vector x shown in Fig. 3) since
vertices with the same color are not adjacent in the grid.
Even though matrix elements are compactly stored in a sparse
matrix format, the associated vector elements accessed together
will be far apart, incurring more cache misses. With multicolor reordering, we access grids in a pattern of (x, y, z), (x +
3 In the 3D grid, a 2×2×2 cube structure repeats (N/2)3 times. The left
upper grid points of each small cube can be assigned to the same color because
they are not adjacent with each other. The right upper grid points of each small
cube can also be assigned to the same color. Therefore, 8 color suffices to
cover all grid points.

Convergence (# of iterations)
Not affected
(50)
Degrades from ignoring the order between rows
(66, 58, and 56 for block sizes 1, 23 , 43 )
Degrades from ignoring inter-rank dependencies
(53 with 12 ranks, 61 with 60 ranks)

2, y, z), ..., (x+N −2, y, z), (x+N −2, y+2, z), .... In addition,
the reordering can decrease the convergence [15, 16]. We can
increase the number of colors to mitigate the convergence rate
drop, but this further degrades the locality of accessing the
vectors by separating out grid points with the same color even
more.
This locality and convergence rate drop can be addressed
by block multi-color reordering [17]. Block multi-color reordering divides the grid into multiple blocks and applies
multi-color reordering to the blocks. Since adjacent grid points
in a block are processed successively, vector elements will
exhibit a higher degree of reuse in the cache, improving the
locality. Blocking of vertices also has similar effects as an
increase in the number of colors, thus leading to an improvement in the convergence rate. This locality and convergence
rate improvement comes at the expense of lower parallelism,
but the trade-off can be controlled by the size of blocks. Using
B-size blocks decreases the parallelism by B times, while
larger blocks give better locality and convergence rate. For
the 1923 problem, multi-color reordering with 1, 8, and 64size blocks result in 5.56%, 3.70%, and 1.56% miss rates,
respectively. These miss rates can also be derived analytically
as shown in Appendix. Reordering with 1, 8, and 64-size
blocks requires, 66, 58, and 56 iterations, respectively, to reach
the same residual as achieved by 50 iterations with the original
matrix.
C. Running Multiple MPI Ranks per Node
Running P MPI ranks per node while preserving the
3
problem size per node the same as N√
, each MPI rank works on
3
0
smaller N 03 problem with
N
=
N/
P . Therefore, the overall
√ 2
√
3
(N/ 3 P )
P N2
= √
. In other words, having
parallelism is P ·
7
7
3
P ranks within a node provides P times more parallelism.
This assumes that each rank uses task scheduling. Running
multiple MPI ranks per node gives no additional parallelism
to block multi-color reordering. Running multiple ranks also
improves the data access locality. If the problem size per rank
is small enough, vector elements corresponding to multiple
levels of TDG can fit in the cache, reducing the miss rate to
0.46%.
However, increasing the number of MPI ranks per node has
the following side effects. First, the convergence rate drops.
By decomposing the matrix for multiple MPI ranks, inter-rank
dependencies are ignored, and thus making the corresponding
preconditioner less effective. For example, with 60 MPI ranks
per Xeon Phi, 61 iterations are required to achieve the same
residual obtained by 50 iterations with one MPI rank.

Second, the MPI communication overhead increases with
more MPI ranks per node, both in global reduction for vector
inner product and in halo exchange operations. In addition,
while the communication between the domains for regular grid
(a.k.a. halo exchange) is nearest neighbor communication, it
can easily become non-local for unstructured matrices.
Third, having more MPI ranks requires larger memory
space as halos are duplicated. This amounts to about 13%
increase in the memory allocated for an 1923 matrix with
60 MPI ranks. The memory space is an important resource in
today’s coprocessors, which typically use GDDR with capacity
between 4 and 16 GB, much smaller than the main memory
on modern CPUs.
Table I summarizes the impact of the parallelization approaches presented in this section.
IV.

H YBRID PARALLELIZATION OF G AUSS -S EIDEL
S MOOTHER FOR M ANY-C ORE P ROCESSORS

We combine the three parallelization strategies presented in
the previous section to strike the best balance of parallelism,
locality, convergence rate, and MPI communication overhead.
For structured matrices such as the one in HPCG, we apply
task scheduling with point-to-point synchronization (P2P) to
the finest level of multigrid preconditioner, where we have
sufficient parallelism. Then, we apply block-color reordering to
the coarser levels to address their limited parallelism. Finally,
we increase the number of MPI ranks per Xeon Phi coprocessor
until the overall performance is maximized. To minimize MPI
communication overhead as much as possible, it is important
to have an efficient shared-memory implementation, and this
section lists a few important optimizations. Since the finest
level accounts for a major fraction of the total floating point
operations, it is particularly important to highly optimize our
P2P method for Xeon Phi.
For unstructured matrices, the amount of parallelism is
typically much smaller, and our P2P method is in general
not suitable in Xeon Phi. Running multiple MPI ranks also
involves higher halo exchange overhead because unstructured
matrices usually do not exhibit nearest communication pattern.
Therefore, we use block multi-color reordering for unstructured matrices.

reordering methods such as multi-coloring, hence we call
it relayout rather than reordering. We also permute matrix
columns using the same level order, and vectors are also kept
in the level order over the course of conjugate gradient loop.
We permute the vectors using the level order before entering
the loop, and permute them back using the inverse of level
order after exiting the loop.
2) Saving Memory Space of Matrices: Recall that we add
an anti-dependency per non-zero in the upper triangular part
when we fuse the SpMV and triangular solver in the forward
SymGS sweep as described in Section III-A. If we do a similar
for the backward SymGS sweep, TDG for the backward sweep
becomes the reverse graph of TDG for the forward sweep:
i.e., adding anti-dependencies for the loop fusion makes the
two TDGs symmetric. Then, the levels in TDG for the forward
sweep are compatible with the TDG for the backward sweep:
i.e., tasks in a given level of the former graph can also be
executed in parallel in the latter. This allows us to use the same
matrix for both sweeps while preserving the spatial locality of
accessing matrix data. This greatly saves memory space, which
is particularly important for Xeon Phi with limited memory. In
a backward sweep, we execute tasks assigned to each thread
in backward and wait for child tasks to finish (instead of
waiting for parents as in the forward sweep). To optimize
spatial locality and thus efficiency of prefetches, we traverse
rows in a task in a backward order and also access columns in a
row in a backward order. We can also reuse the same matrix for
SpMV to further save memory space, but this involves tradeoffs. Recall that the level order typically exhibits worse locality
than the original order. It can be worth keeping the original
matrix for SpMV, while permuting the input and output vectors
before and after the SpMV, in particular when the locality
gap is large and the matrix has many non-zeros per row (so
that the cost of permuting the vectors can be amortized). In
HPCG , the locality gap between the original and level order is
insignificant, and, therefore, reusing the matrix reordered for
SymGS in SpMV is faster.
3) Vectorization-Friendly Sparse Matrix Storage Format:
We use sliced ELLPACK [18] (SELLPACK) to efficiently vectorize over multiple rows (8 in Xeon Phi)4 . SELLPACK also
improves the cache line utilizations and results in fewer cache
lines fetched per gather. To match SELLPACK format, we use 8
rows as the minimum unit when we partition each level among
threads.

A. Optimized Xeon Phi Implementation of Task Scheduling
with P2P Synchronization

B. Optimized Xeon Phi Implementation of Block Multi-Color
Reordering

1) Changing Storage Order Layout of Matrices for Locality: We store the matrix rows in the same order as they will be
accessed in SymGS to improve the spatial locality and thus the
efficiency of prefetches. We also segregate the matrix rows that
will be accessed by different threads in SymGS to avoid false
sharing. Specifically, we first store rows that will be accessed
by the first thread, then store rows that will be accessed by the
second thread, and so on. Within the rows assigned to a thread,
we sort by the levels in TDG. Within each level, rows are sorted
by their original order. We call this optimization level relayout
and the order of rows used level order. Since the dependencies
between smoothing rows are preserved in our task scheduling,
level relayout changes nothing mathematically, preserving the
convergence rate. Therefore, this should be distinguished from

1) Parallel Blocking: We represent the matrix as an undirected graph, where we have an edge between i and j for
every non-zero element (i, j) such that i 6= j. We would like
to partition the graph into B-size blocks, while minimizing the
number of inter-block edges to improve the locality and the
convergence rate [8]. This objective of blocking is similar to
that of METIS, a popular graph partitioner. However, we find
that METIS incurs long pre-processing times.
Therefore, we implement a light-weight version of graph
partitioning that only performs the first step of multi-level
4 E LLPACK Sparse Block ( ESB ) introduced by Liu et al. [9] performs better
for a wider range of matrices, but we use SELLPACK for fast prototyping.
SELLPACK and ESB achieve a similar SpMV performance for HPCG matrices.

partitioning methods. Multi-level partitioning consists of three
phases: coarsening, initial partitioning, and uncoarsening. We
apply only the first step, coarsening, that is implemented with
matching and contraction. Sec. V-D will show that our method
achieves convergence rates similar to those of METIS and
Iwashita et al. [8]. In contrast to the blocking method presented
by Iwashita et al. [8], matching and contraction have well
known parallel implementations such as the one in multithreaded METIS [19]. Sec. V-D will also demonstrate that
our matching and contraction implementation provides a high
performance in Xeon Phi.
2) Parallel Graph Coloring: For a 27-point stencil on
a 3D grid, we can easily color grid points with 8 colors
by inspection. However, the HPCG benchmark rules forbid
relying on the underlying grid structure; moreover, we target
a general algorithm that works for unstructured matrices. We
also want coloring to be high performance to minimize the preprocessing overhead. Coloring of a graph is an assignment of
positive integers, called colors, to the vertices such that the adjacent vertices receive different colors. In block multi-coloring,
we apply the coloring to the undirected graph representation
of sparse matrix that is coarsened by blocking. Since the
graph coloring problem is NP-hard [20], a greedy algorithm,
which visits the vertices sequentially and assigns the smallest
permissible color, has been shown quite effective in practice
[21]. To parallelize the greedy coloring algorithm, we use the
speculation-and-iteration technique, that has been shown to
minimize the number of assigned colors and achieves scalable
performance [22, 23]. The idea of the approach is to maximize
concurrency by tentatively allowing coloring mistakes and then
iteratively detect and resolve those mistakes later.
3) Vectorization of SymGS Smoother for Block-Colored
Matrices: Similarly to HPCG matrices, we use SELLPACK
format for efficient vectorization over multiple rows, a higher
cache line utilization, and fewer cache lines fetched per gather.
The SELLPACK format is however not directly applicable to
SymGS smoother with block-colored matrices since there are
potential sequential dependences between the rows in a given
block. Therefore, we merge 8 blocks with the same color,
interleaving their rows. In the merged larger block, the first
8 rows are from the first rows of each interleaved block, the
second 8 rows are from the second rows of each interleaved
block, and so on. Since blocks with the same color are
independent, we can easily vectorize these rows (these 8 rows
become a slice in the SELLPACK format). This can be viewed
as an application of unroll-and-jam compiler transformation.
4) Locality and Memory Space Optimization: Similarly to
matrices, we reorder the rows/columns of matrices and
vectors to optimize spatial locality. The rows are first ordered
by color, then by block within each color, and finally by
the original order within each block. We call this block-color
order. We use the same matrix for forward/backward SymGS
sweeps and SpMV to save the memory space.
HPCG

5) Adaptive Load Balancing: In unstructured matrices, the
sparsity pattern often varies across different parts of the matrix,
resulting in a significant load imbalance in SpMV up to 50%
in Xeon Phi [9]. A similar load imbalance also occurs in
SymGS smoother for multi-color reordered matrices. Since the
SpMV and SymGS smoother are invoked multiple times in
PCG , we can use performance data from earlier invocations to

TABLE II: Processors evaluated for single-node performance

Socket×core×SMT×SIMD
Memory (GB)
Clock (GHz)
L1/L2/L3 Cache (KB)∗
Double-precision GFLOP/s
STREAM bandwidth [26] (GB/s)
∗

Xeon E5-2697 v2
(IVT)
1 × 12 × 2 × 4
64
2.7
32/256/30,720
259
50

Xeon Phi 7120
(KNC)
1× 61 × 4 × 8
16
1.238
32/512/No-L3
1,208
177 [27]

Private L1/L2, shared L3

TABLE III: Supercomputers evaluated for multi-node performance
The number of nodes used
Processors used for compute
Processors×core per node
Memory per processor (GB)
Clock (GHz)
STREAM BW per processor (GB/s)
Network fabric
Network topology

SuperMUC
9,216
Xeon E5-2680
2×8
16
2.7
35
FDR Infiniband
fat-tree

Tianhe-2
15,360
Xeon Phi 31S1P
3×57
8
1.1
150
TH Express-2
fat-tree

repartition the matrix to achieve better load balance [24]. We
use the partitioning algorithm of Pinar and Aykanat [25] that
was also applied to load balancing SpMV implementation in
Xeon Phi [9]. In SymGS smoother, the adaptive redistribution
is separately done for each color and each sweep direction
because, for each case, the underlying data is partitioned
differently among threads. We decompose the matrix up to 256
scheduling units per thread. Let Ci be the cost of ith scheduling
unit. Suppose that i was one of N tasks assigned to thread
p and that thread p took Tp . Then, we update with the rule
Ci = (Ci + Tp /N )/2, and use Ci s to adjust the partition. To
be robust from noise, we update the costs every 32 invocations
of SpMV or SymGS.
V.

E VALUATION

A. Setup
We performed our single-node experiments on the processors shown in Table II. The benchmark was compiled with
Intel R C++ compiler version 14.0.1. IVT ran 1 thread per
core, and KNC ran 4 threads per core. We experiment with the
multigrid preconditioner with 4 levels, and 1 pre-smoothing
and 1 post-smoothing per level.
We evaluated the multi-node performance of Xeon and
Xeon Phi on two supercomputers, SuperMUC and Tianhe-2,
shown in Table III. In Tianhe-2, the Xeon Phi coprocessors
handled all computation, and the host Xeon processors only
relayed MPI communication.
B. Single-Node Performance
Fig. 4 shows single-node performance with various SymGS
parallelization methods. We run the conjugate gradient algorithm until it reaches the same residual as the one obtained
by running the reference version with 50 iterations using the
original, naturally ordered, matrix. On a Xeon E5-2697 v2
processor (IVT), our point-to-point synchronization method
with dependency sparsification (P2P) achieves a 7.9 GFLOPS of
HPCG performance. It is 1.8× faster than running the reference
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Fig. 5: The performance of SymGS at the finest multigrid level

IVT

(P2P+BC)
*12MPI

P2P+BC

P2P

BC

MC

Ref.

P2P

Ref.

0

while running multiple MPI ranks in a Xeon Phi coprocessor with
16 GB memory. The problem size solved by the coprocessor is fixed
as 1923 (strong scaling). 60 MPI ranks provide only 4× parallelism
and 5 GFLOPS higher performance. The performance adjusted by the
number of iterations peaks at 10 MPI ranks.

KNC

Fig. 4: The performance of HPCG in IVT and KNC with various
parallelization methods.
• Ref.: the reference implementation ran with multiple MPI ranks
• MC: multi-color reordering
• BC: multi-color reordering with size-64 blocks
• P2P: low-synchronization scheduling [7] w/o reordering
• P2P+BC: P2P for finer levels, BC for the others
• (P2P+BC)*12MPI: 12 MPI ranks, each rank uses P2P+BC
“HPCG Iter. Adjusted” is adjusted by the number of iterations
to reach the same residual: e.g., we multiply 50/66 for MC of KNC
because the original and multi-color reordered matrices take 50 and
66 iterations to reach the same residual, respectively.

code with 1 MPI rank per core (Ref.), and corresponds to
95% of the stream bandwidth. As a result, there is no need for
reordering or running multiple MPI ranks per processors that
incurs convergence rate drop. These findings remain true for
many unstructured matrices with limited parallelism, as will
be shown in Section V-D.
In comparison, on Xeon Phi 7120 (KNC), SymGS at coarser
levels of multigrid provides insufficient parallelism to P2P.
Therefore, the overall HPCG performance with P2P, 17.9
GFLOPS , is quite lower than 20.5 GFLOPS SymGS performance
at the finest level. Multi-color reordering scheme (MC) provides
considerably higher parallelism at every level, but SymGS
performance at the finest level is lower as 18.0 GFLOPS due to
worse locality of accessing the output vector in SymGS. The
number of iterations also increases to 66, incurring a 34%
drop in the overall HPCG performance. Applying blocking to
the multi-color reordering scheme (BC) improves the locality
and convergence rate. We find that block size 64 strikes
the balance of parallelism, locality, and convergence rate,
achieving the best HPCG performance with BC. It improves
SymGS performance at the finest level to 21.1 GFLOPS and
decreases the number of iterations to 56, resulting in an 19.0
GFLOPS HPCG performance. BC also results in a slightly higher
SpMV performance than P2P because of better locality (blockcolor order and level order incurs 1.56% and 2.73% L2 cache
miss rates, respectively, as shown in Table I).
P2P+BC combines the best of two parallelization approaches. We apply P2P to the finest levels, where reordering

affects the convergence the most. This reduces the number of
iterations to 51. We apply BC to the coarser levels (with block
size 64 to the second level and block size 1 to the others),
addressing limited parallelism in SymGS at those levels. This
results in a 20.5 GFLOPS of SymGS performance at the second
finest level, significantly higher than 11.0 GFLOPS with P2P. As
a result, P2P+BC has a higher raw HPCG performance than P2P
(19.4 vs. 17.9 GFLOPS), while they have the same SymGS and
SpMV performance at the finest level. Our optimized blocking
and coloring result in small pre-processing overheads: they
take 2.4× and 0.29× of one CG iteration time, respectively.
Finally, we can run multiple MPI ranks per Xeon Phi
to provide further parallelism. Recall from Sec. III-C that
running multiple ranks provides no additional parallelism
when block multi-coloring is used for all multigrid levels.
Fig. 5 plots the performance of SymGS at the finest multigrid
level while varying the number of ranks. The raw SymGS
performance increases up to 24.6 GFLOPS at 30 ranks. Further
increasing the number of ranks drops the performance from
MPI communication overhead. The number of iterations also
increases up to 61 at 30 and 60 ranks. The SymGS performance adjusted with increase in iterations peaks at 22.8
GFLOPS with 12 ranks. Running 12 ranks also achieves the
best overall HPCG performance to 20 GFLOPS on a Xeon Phi
coprocessor, which is denoted as (P2P+BC)*12MPI in Fig. 4.
Since we have fewer threads per rank here, we apply P2P to
two finer levels, which helps keep the number of iterations
as 53. Running multiple ranks helps improving data access
locality, which also improves SpMV performance. For each
problem size and multigrid level, we can mix and match
P2P and BC with different block sizes combined with varying
numbers of ranks per processor. We outperform the reference
code running with 240 ranks (Ref.) by 3.7×, but the finale
HPCG performance of 20 GFLOPS only achieves 68% of the
stream bandwidth, despite our careful combination of multiple
highly optimized parallelization schemes. This indicates that
the HPCG benchmark calls for further innovations whether
that can be new algorithms, optimized implementations, or
architecture supports, in particular for many-core processors.
This contrasts with the Xeon processor that easily achieves
95% of the bandwidth limit by simply applying P2P only.

Xeon Phi GS Performance
(GFLOPS)
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20
15
10
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0

Fig. 6: The impact of optimizations on the Xeon Phi performance
of SymGS parallelized with task scheduling.
• Ref.: the reference implementation ran with multiple MPI ranks
• +Locality.: storage layout optimization for locality (Sec. IV-A1)
• +Prefetch.: software prefetches
• +SELLPACK: vectorization-friendly matrix storage format [18]
• +P2P: point-to-point synchronization instead of barriers
• +Sparsification: eliminating unnecessary synchronization [7]

iterations and pre-processing takes 3.9 seconds, accounting
for 13% and 5% drops in the final HPCG performance. The
SuperMUC result is particularly impressive, considering that
it corresponds to 77% of the aggregated stream bandwidth.
Note that Tianhe-2 results presented use BC. We expect a
higher HPCG raw performance, a faster convergence, and a
shorter pre-processing time with our hybrid scheme, P2P+BC.
Both supercomputers achieve more than 80% parallelization
efficiency. The gap from the ideal scaling stems from halo exchange and all-reduce times. SuperMUC spends 3% and 16%
of the total time at halo exchange and all-reduce, respectively,
and Tianhe-2 spends 10% and 9%. We can observe a noticeable
decrease in parallelization efficiency on SuperMUC going from
512 to 1024 nodes. This is caused by its fat-tree layout that
provides 4× reduced bandwidths between leaves consisting of
512 nodes.
D. Application to Unstructured Matrices

Fig. 6 shows how a series of optimizations progressively
improve the performance of SymGS on Xeon Phi using P2P
at the finest level of multigrid. This illustrates that we should
systematically optimize a wide range of performance aspects
such as locality, vectorization, and synchronization overhead
to realize a high performance SymGS implementation. For
example, the vectorization-friendly such as SELLPACK format
plays a key role as also shown for SpMV by Liu et al. [9],
providing a 27% speedup. Optimizing the storage order of
matrices and vectors (+Locality) can be applied to other
sparse matrix operations. Point-to-point synchronization with
dependency sparsification (+P2P and +Sparsification) can
also be applied to other parallel algorithms that are scheduled
with directed acyclic graphs.
C. Scaling to Multiple Nodes
Fig. 7 shows the weak scaling performance of HPCG.
We present the final HPCG performances that account the
convergence and pre-processing overheads. On SuperMUC,
the CG loop runs 50 iterations and pre-processing takes 0.6
seconds, accounting for 0% and 0.7% drops in the final HPCG
performance, respectively. On Tianhe-2, the CG loop runs 57
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Fig. 7: Weak scaling in SuperMUC and Tianhe-2. SuperMUC runs

1 MPI rank and 1283 sub-grid per Xeon processor socket. Tianhe-2
runs 1 MPI rank and 1763 sub-grid per Xeon Phi coprocessor.

Since our optimizations do not rely on the underlying
structure of the HPCG problem, they can be applied to the
unstructured matrices listed in Table IV. Fig. 8(a) shows the
performance of our HPCG implementation for the evaluated unstructured matrices. Since the multigrid preconditioner within
HPCG relies on the grid geometry for restriction and interpolation, we use a SymGS preconditioner, effectively setting the
number of multigrid levels to 1. For each matrix, we compare
KNC performance with various shared-memory parallelization
schemes against the best result on IVT. For all matrices, the
best performance in IVT can be obtained without reordering,
similar to the HPCG problem. They achieve performance very
close to the stream bandwidth limit, 8.3 GFLOPS = (50 GB/s)/(6
bytes per FLOP ratio in HPCG).
Fig. 8(a) demonstrates that block multi-color reordering is
essential at exploiting parallel compute resources in KNC for the
unstructured matrices. Fig. 8(b) plots available parallelism in
SymGS with various shared-memory parallelization schemes.
Since most of the evaluated unstructured matrices have considerably smaller parallelism than the regular HPCG problem
with P2P, KNC P2P is slower than IVT P2P. The parallelism
is substantially increased by multi-color reordering for all
matrices. BC results in on average 9× lower parallelism than
MC for the unstructured matrices. This is expected because we
use block size 8 and typically the amount of parallelism is decreased proportionally with the block size. Still, BC provides a
sufficient amount of parallelism to KNC in order to maintain the
overhead from synchronization and load imbalance small. The
adaptive load balancing scheme presented in Section IV-B5
further helps keep load imbalance to be lower than 20% (this
provides an average of 5% overall speedup to KNC BC).
BC improves the convergence rate compared to MC, as
shown in Fig. 8(c). While MC slows down the convergence
rate by an average of 17%, BC reduces the slowdown to an
average of 9%.
Fig. 8(d) demonstrates that BC also improves the data
access locality compared to MC, reducing cache misses. However, this figure shows that BC still incurs considerably more
misses than the original matrix order. This locality degradation is the biggest limiting factor in achieving a higher CG
performance in KNC BC. Fig. 8(a) includes KNC SpMV that
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vectors. We simulate a KNC L2 cache with 512 KB a light-weight graph partitioning method based on
capacity and 64-byte lines. Orig. denotes miss rates graph matching and contraction.
that is incurred by SpMV with the original matrix.

3
HPCG problem with a 192 grid is also shown for comparison), and analyses of
parallelism in SymGS, convergence rate, data access locality, and pre-processing overhead. BC uses size-64 blocks for hpcg-192 and size-8
blocks for the others. The number of multigrid levels is set to 1 for the unstructured matrices.

Fig. 8: HPCG performance for unstructured matrices (an

denotes the SpMV performance with the original matrix order,
which is an upper bound of HPCG performance. The factors
that affect the gap from this upper bound are parallelism,
locality, and convergence rate, and we discussed above that BC
provides sufficient parallelism with minimal convergence rate
drop; therefore, locality remains as the biggest limiting factor.
Further improving the data access locality remains as future
work. On IVT, the vectors typically fit in the shared cache,
and out-of-order cores can hide the latency of L2 misses that
hit the shared cache. On KNC without a shared cache, most of
the cache misses are satisfied by the caches of remote cores,
and, therefore, improving the core-to-core latency can close
the gap between KNC BC and KNC SpMV.
Fig. 8(e) presents the pre-processing time of BC normalized
to the time for 1 CG iteration. Based on the expected number of
iterations, this can guide whether the pre-processing cost can
be amortized sufficiently. The pre-processing overhead is kept
small by our parallel implementations of blocking and coloring
with high performance. Our blocking implementation is based
on graph matching and contraction, which corresponds to the
first step of multi-level graph partitioning method [19] and is
significantly faster than METIS that implements the full multilevel graph partitioning. In contrast to the blocking method
presented by Iwashita et al. [8], matching and contraction have
well known parallel implementations such as the one in multithreaded METIS [19]. Our method, METIS, and Iwashita et
al. [8] exhibit similar parallelism and convergence rates: 9×,
11×, and 8.9× lower parallelism than MC, and 9%, 7%, and

9% convergence rates drops, respectively.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

Sparse solver benchmarks similar to HPCG have been
proposed before. Specifically, the NAS parallel benchmarks
(NPB) [29], widely used for HPC analysis, includes a CG
benchmark. Even though it shares many attributes with HPCG,
it has non-physical, random sparsity pattern, and uses no
preconditioning. An iterative solver benchmark [30] includes
preconditioned CG and GMRES as well as physically meaningful sparsity patterns together with several preconditioners, but
it does not address scalable distributed memory parallelism.
A number of authors explored multi-coloring techniques
within sparse preconditioned parallel solvers to improve their
scalability in the context of both CPUs and GPUs [31, 32].
Iwashita et al. [8] also propose algebraic block-coloring, which
we found critical for efficient implementation of symmetric
Gauss-Seidel smoother on Xeon Phi. Our work however evaluates several alternative block coloring schemes, and develops
its highly optimized parallel implementation on multi- and
many-core architectures, for both HPCG-based as well as
general matrices.
HPCG uses a conjugate gradient solver with a multigrid
preconditioner. There is a large body of work on optimizing
multigrid, both geometric and algebraic, for modern multi- and
many-core architectures, such as CPUs [33], GPUs [34, 35]
and Xeon Phi [36]. Our work expands previous efforts by

developing a unique set of algorithmic and architecture-aware
optimizations in the context of both the new HPCG benchmark
as well as unstructured problems in general.
A bulk of our optimizations are focused on the symmetric
Gauss-Seidel smoother kernel within multigrid preconditioner.
Optimizing the symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother as well
as sparse triangular solver kernels on multi- and many-core
architecture has been done by a number of researchers in
the past [13, 37–39]. Our work leverages recently proposed
sparsification technique [7], originally evaluated on sparse
triangular solver, to improve the performance of symmetric
Gauss-Seidel smoother.
VII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper demonstrates that we can achieve a high level of
performance in modern multi- and many-core processors
using shared-memory parallelization despite the challenges
in the symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother. This high performance is enabled by a careful combination of synchronizationefficient task scheduling, block multi-color reordering, and
architecture-aware optimizations for locality and vectorization
efficiency. The optimizations described in this paper are not
limited to the HPCG benchmark and can also be applicable
to other problems and sparse solvers as exemplified by our
evaluation with unstructured matrices. We expect to see more
innovations continued from our work on the HPCG benchmark,
whose examples are listed as follows:
HPCG

Multi-node Scalability: We can improve multi-node scalability
by overlapping halo exchange with SpMV and SymGS. Since
this involves fissioning loops, we should be careful about
its negative impact on single-node performance from locality
loss. It also remains to be shown what is the optimal number
of ranks per Xeon Phi coprocessor when many coprocessors
are used. Applying recent MPI features such as one-sided
communication also appears to be a promising direction to
pursue.
Further Locality Optimization: In P2P, accessing each level
following the original matrix row order results in decomposing
the corresponding slanted plane into threads in 1D: a thread
accesses in a pattern of (x, y, z), (x − 2, y + 1, z), (x −
4, y + 2, z), ..., scanning a line. Instead, we can apply graph
partitioning to each level to employ a 2D decomposition.
Auto Tuning: We can mix and match P2P, BC with different
block sizes, and varying MPI ranks. We can develop an
analytical model that predicts the best combination based on
factors such as parallelism available in the matrix and the
degree of concurrency in the target system.
Other Applications: Our pre-processing steps involve various
graph algorithms such as coloring, matching, and transitive
edge reduction. Scalable parallel implementations and fast
approximate algorithms for these problems should benefit other
data-intensive applications. Our P 2 P synchronization with dependency sparsification can also be applied to other directed
acyclic graph scheduling problems.
Architecture Support for Bandwidth-Bound Applications with
Limited Parallelism: If our P2P method relying on fine-grain
parallelization can be faster than other parallelization schemes
in most cases, it can greatly help programmability as in our

simple Xeon implementation. Efficient vectorization of short
loops with hardware support for horizontal add could improve
the performance of CSR format, and thus can expose more
parallelism than the formats that group multiple matrix rows.
With faster inter core-to-core communication, this could allow
exploiting even finer-grain parallelism. The ability to saturate
the bandwidth with fewer threads can also greatly help P2P
method as exemplified by our Xeon performance that is close
to the bandwidth limit. It can also help other bandwidth-bound
applications with limited parallelism and allow energy saving
opportunities such as power gating idle cores.
A PPENDIX
A NALYSES OF CACHE MISS RATES OF HPCG
We analyze the cache miss rates in accessing the input vectors of SymGS.
Since SpMV involves a mostly similar data access pattern, the same analysis
can be applied to SpMV. In contrast to SpMV, SymGS cannot however freely
reorder the matrix rows due to the loop carried dependencies, and we consider
the original order and the block-color order here. Although the analysis shown
here assumes a 27-point stencil in a 3D grid, it can be extended to other
structured problems.
The original order: Suppose that an x-y plane does not fit in the cache; i.e.,
we reuse along x and y directions, but not along z. Then, among 27 input grid
points used for 1 output grid at (x, y, z), we miss 3 points at (x+1, y +1, ∗),
where ∗ denotes wildcard. This leads to a miss rate of 3/27/8 = 1.39%. We
divide by 8 assuming a perfect cache line utilization, which is realized by
SELLPACK sparse matrix format [18]. When there is reuse along z, then
only one misses among the 27 inputs, and the miss rate becomes 0.46%.
The block-color order: Let us first look at multi-color reordering without
blocking. Suppose again that we reuse along x and y directions, but not along
z. Then, among 27 input grid points, we miss 12 points at (x, y, ∗), (x +
1, y, ∗), (x, y+1, ∗), (x+1, y+1, ∗). This leads to a miss rate of 12/27/8 =
5.56%, where 8 is divided to consider the cache line size. For multi-color
3
reordering withb3 size
 blocks, we fetch (b + 2) grid points for each block.
3

This results in b+2
/27/8 miss rates, which is 3.70% and 1.56% for b
b
equals 2 and 3, respectively.
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